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Introduction

There is no greater knowledge you can have than to understand the
origins, mechanics and reality of your own journey – or the journey
of your Soul through the multidimensional Universe. And perhaps
the most significant aspect of that journey as your Soul makes its
way through the twelve Universal Dimensions in order to rejoin its
original Source, is the process of Reincarnation, Transmigration and
Ascension.
Unfortunately, within the physical plane of the Third Universal Dimension where you are focused currently, over time the concept of
Reincarnation, the Soul’s simultaneous incarnation in physical forms
at different points on the dimensional timeline, has been misinterpreted, misunderstood and in many cases wiped clear from your various dogmas, spiritual teachings and general awareness. In a sense, a
complete understanding of the journey of your Soul has become
nearly impossible to pin point, let alone comprehend.
Some consider themselves to be under the sole and utter sway of a
personified omnipotent Being, or God, who doles out favors to those
he has pre-selected, or provides them with Free Will and then chastises and persecutes them for exercising it via the choices they make.
Others add an additional layer to this concept and believe that this
same omnipotent, father-like God Being grants them one single physii
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ical lifetime during the course of which he tempts and cajoles them
through an array of tests before passing final judgment on them after
it is all over. In an imagined celestial proceeding after physical life,
many believe that this omnipotent force determines if they deserve
eternal damnation or everlasting disembodiment in a cloud-based,
magical realm. And all of this is based on just one physical lifetime
and the random choices made based on the experiences encountered, most of which are perceived as life or death situations where
the individual makes rash, momentary choices exercising their Free
Will. As a result of all this, an everlasting, no-appeals judgment is then
passed upon them.
Hopefully you have sensed an ironic tone as we describe these notoriously simplistic notions of what truly is one of the most complex,
multidimensional and mysterious processes known in the Universe.
If you have ever wondered if the primitive notions of God and your
Soul’s journey you have been taught are true, let us assure you that
your Soul is far more complex and, as a result, much more divine in
its nature than any God-like figure you currently imagine or are
guided to believe in based on the religions and cultural standards of
the Earth at the present time.
In fact, we would suggest that your Soul, and the complicated multidimensional journey it undertakes through the Universe using the
processes of Reincarnation, Transmigration and Ascension, is more
divine, mysterious and breathtaking than any of the mythologies you
have heard or been led to espouse. In this book, we intend to assist
you to rediscover the vast complexity and exciting mystery of whom
you really are as we unveil, layer by layer, the truth about your own
journey and the journey of your Soul. In doing so, we hope to increase your understanding and knowledge of how Soul progression
iii
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is achieved. Soul growth that enables it to rejoin its Source is the
goal of each and every Soul, and the lifetimes a Soul creates, one of
which may be you, travel through physical and non-corporeal planes
of existence in order to do so. That journey takes place against the
backdrop of an expanding multidimensional Universe, which is the
Soul’s schoolroom.
Our expedition will take us from the origins of your Soul as it is cast
out by All That Is (original Source) and created with a particular energetic polarity and spiritual orientation, to how it undertakes and
inhabits the many varied lifetimes and physical incarnations it takes
on. We will follow the Soul’s journey of reincarnations within a Universal Dimension, through the Dimension’s Astral planes (the twelve
Sublevels found in every Universal Dimension) after physical death
and finally Ascension as your Soul transmigrates from one Universal
Dimension to the next. We shall examine how the Soul utilizes its
experiences in order to master the process of Soul growth, and
through this process perfect its energetic “spin,” a vibrational frequency and resonant signature that is the essence of its propulsion
and creative expression that carries it from Dimension to Dimension, through time and space and throughout the Universe.
It is through the evolutionary process of growth known as Ascension,
that every Soul ultimately comes to full comprehension, completion
and reunification with “All That Is” – the Universal Consciousness,
or “God.” As a Soul grows in consciousness, awareness and ability,
this process of growth culminates with the Soul ultimately reaching
and returning to its place of origin, the highest Universal Dimensions,
which we have often referred to as the true “Realms of God.” The
Trinity of Universal Dimensions, from which religious mythology concerning a God “Trinity” is derived and from where the number three
iv
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draws its mystical connection, consists of the Tenth, Eleventh and
Twelfth Universal Dimensions.These highest dimensional realms are
the primordial Source from which all universal creation can be said
to originate.
It is the definitive goal of each Soul to reunify with these realms after
journeying through all Universal Dimensions. This is accomplished
through consciousness growth arrived at through Reincarnation and
Transmigration, in union with a Universal Ascension process that propels each Soul through the Universal Dimensions in a manner that
is uniquely multidimensional, creative, miraculous and divine.
This process of growth through creative endeavor enables a Soul to
not only transmigrate through the various dimensional realities using
vehicles of both physical and spiritual incarnation, but ultimately allows the Soul to rejoin its original source, bringing with it all that it
has achieved. This occurs in a metaphysical and metaphoric manner,
in much the same way a family member might go into the world and
bring back their personal successes in the form of who they have
become to benefit their family and friends. It could also be likened
to the manner by which a citizen’s personal accomplishments and
endeavors out in the world might one day be incorporated into mass
consciousness for the benefit of the individual’s community, culture,
race, nation or world, whether it was the intention of the individual
to do so or not.
This never-ending expansion of “All That Is” – God – continues without end, forever. In effect, the process represents universal expansion,
the Universe breathing in and out, as it constantly casts out new
Souls and Soul groups beginning their journey, while at the same time
reintegrating the Soul entities that have completed, through the
process of Reincarnation, Transmigration and Ascension, their long
v
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multidimensional journey home. It is for this very reason that scientific observation has often described the Universe as a living entity,
continually in a state of magnificent expansion that appears to be
without end.
Within the process of Soul Ascension, it is unfortunate that the concept of Reincarnation has come to mean a linear progression of physical lifetimes in only one Dimension. It is also unfortunate that the
concept of transmigration through the various levels of physical and
spiritual planes has become divorced from the multidimensional nature of the Universe and the Soul. Not only does the Soul itself journey through the Twelve Universal Dimensions, it also journeys
through the Twelve Dimensional Sublevels, or Astral realms, of each
Universal Dimension.
For those with an inclination towards symbolic numbers who recognize this as 144 potential steps to reintegration with Source (God),
we would suggest that certain religious beliefs related to the numbers 144 or 144,000, including the idea that 144,000 Souls are all
that were ever created or all that will ever reach the “kingdom” of
God, are gross misinterpretations of this Truth. This belief has been
altered through time and misunderstood, yet it remains a dominant
belief interpreted through various layers of esoteric and religious
thought.
This is yet another indication of why you should carefully ponder religious and spiritual writing or teachings, particularly those passed
down through many generations. Unfortunately, the vast majority of
these are only quaint reminiscences that were already loosely based
on gross misinterpretations of the “Truth” when first created. Such
teachings should never be confused with “Truth” itself. Individuals
using such misinterpretations to justify their goals or agendas, be
vi
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they applicable to individual or societal norms, do so as a result of
their young Soul age, as well as their Soul’s desire to generate karma
for themselves and for others around them, another subject we shall
explore herein.
As we have explained in the past, you currently find yourself focused
in the Third Sublevel of the Third Universal Dimension on a planet
known in that Dimension as Earth, in a particular Solar System and
Galaxy in a specific sector of the Third Dimensional Universe. The
Third Sublevel of the Third Universal Dimension contains the physical reality you are familiar with and your current incarnation in a
physical body takes part daily on a point on the timeline in that particular reality.
However, it should be understood that you have also already journeyed through the First and Second Universal Dimensions, and the
Twelve Dimensional Sublevels inherent in those Universal Dimensions in order to arrive at your current positioning. Though you are
living cycles of physical lifetime experiences at the Third Sublevel of
the Third Universal Dimension, when your current physical body becomes too cumbersome or exhausted, the essence of “You” will pass
into the higher Sublevels of the Third Universal Dimension. These
Sublevels are commonly known as the Lower and Higher Astral
planes of Earth, despite the fact that they are not visible due to vibrational and dimensional physics. However, we assure you these Dimensional Sublevels and Astral realms are as full of life and as “real”
as any environment you currently know.
So as you may be aware, the higher Sublevels of the Third Universal
Dimension are less physically dense and are unseen by you due to
the nature of your perception and the vibrational frequency of your
vii
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Essence when in physical form. An analogy we have used often is the
fact that you are surrounded daily by frequencies you do not actually
see or experience without specific technologies, but these frequencies are ever-present nonetheless.
In other words, the thousand-plus television or radio stations that
are broadcasting and available to you are always broadcasting, even
if for the most part you can only visually tune into one broadcasting
frequency on your television at a time. Expand this concept to a multidimensional Universe where you are programmed to only visually
experience one frequency or reality at a time, and you begin to understand that even though you are not necessarily equipped to “see”
beyond your current range of perception at a given point, other realities exist simultaneously nevertheless.
In addition, you should know that once your Soul has accomplished
all its incarnations within the Third Universal Dimension (those happening simultaneously and otherwise) and has reintegrated these
reincarnations at the highest Sublevels of that Universal Dimension,
your Soul, together with you, is poised to ascend to higher Universal
Dimensions. Indeed, hopefully you have come to understand by now
that you are actually a spiritual Being journeying through a myriad of
physical as well as not-so-physical environments, adapting to a variety
of incarnational or energetic forms along the way. You do so while
subject to dimensional vibrational frequencies, a reality’s physics and
geometric constitution and the related inherent universal space-time
laws. Some Universal Dimensions, like most higher Dimensional Sublevels, or Astral planes, are substantially less dense or physical in nature. Others, like the First, Second and Third Dimensional Sublevels
of the Universal Dimension are actually much more dense and physically anchored.
viii
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Most of those who have either heard about or have been taught
about Reincarnation probably believe that additional lifetimes are an
outward extension of their current life and self. This is far from the
case and another misunderstanding concerning Reincarnation. In actuality, you are only one lifetime and a small fraction of your divine
Soul’s total experience in any particular time-space continuum, even
though you retain your own focus and remain a vital, aware and enduring aspect of your multidimensional Soul as you journey through
the Universal Dimension towards reintegration with your Soul.
It is important however, for you to realize that you are one extension
of a much larger family – a cell within the greater body of your Soul
– in much the same way that your Soul in its entirety (with you included) is a cell within the body of the Universe, or the Universal
God force if you prefer. Seeing yourself as the center of this composition, convenient though it might be, is egocentric at best and actually rather limiting. Such an outlook is usually reserved for younger
Souls, and it is reinforced by religious teachings that are mostly formulated by younger Souls seeking commonality and the curtailing of
your personal creative reach by dwindling a real understanding of
your multidimensional nature and the true magnificence of your Soul.
In this book we will help you dispel these notions and begin to see
how the origins of your Soul, and your creation as one lifetime on a
Wheel of Creation of your Soul, is a divine process that connects
you with your Essence as well as other cycles of reincarnations that
your Soul is choosing to experience. In addition, we wish to demonstrate how your life has purpose that originates from the desire of
your Soul for growth and places you on a specific EssencePath that
is part of your Soul’s journey. We shall try to help you discover how
your Soul is responsible for actually animating life force simultaneix
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ously on different points of the dimensional timeline and within different Astral realms of the Universal Dimension.We shall investigate
how your Soul – and You – chart this course together and make
progress by virtue of your growth, as you transmigrate from one Dimensional Sublevel to the next, and as your Soul transmigrates
through the process of Universal Ascension from one Universal Dimension to the next.
We shall explore with you the purpose behind your exploration and
the nature of your energetic origins in terms of how this is applicable
to your life missions and goals as you progress through the Universe.
We will demonstrate how this applies to not only the Human Angelic
Soul species in this sector of the Galaxy, but also to the infinite number of cultural and divergent life forms existent in other sectors of
the Third Universal Dimension. We hope to explore the interplay
between all the lifetimes that are connected to You. And, we will
look at how these many reincarnation lifetimes are related and orchestrated by your Soul through karmic balancing and other cycles
that form the basis for what has been described in esoteric literature
as the “Wheels of Reincarnation.”
We have termed these reincarnation cycles “Wheels of Creation,”
since all the Soul’s lifetimes connect to each other via these energetic
interconnected wheels, which are essential to the true creative expression of your Soul. We shall see how energy imprints originating
from your lifetimes form the basis of the interdimensional Akashic
Records, the Eighth Dimensional energetic logs imprinted from each
of a Soul’s many lifetimes. We will discuss how karma comes into
play as an energetic balancing of the Wheels the Soul creates in much
the same way weights are placed on a tire in order to balance its
spin. We will see how energetic balancing of the spokes, or lifetimes,
x
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found on each Wheel is required in order to provide a Soul with the
vibrational resonance and consciousness necessary as a prerequisite
to Transmigration and Ascension.
We wish to explore with you the close relationship you have with
the many varied lifetimes related to you on your Soul’s Wheels of
Creation as you experience different Dimensional Sublevels, and we
shall see how each lifetime on a Wheel of Creation contributes as a
cellular component that is ultimately the body of your Soul. We will
guide you through a typical journey of a Soul through the various
Universal Dimensions, and most importantly take a look at how you
shapeshift through the various Dimensional Sublevels and Astral
planes as part of your journey through a Universal Dimension.
We shall examine the typical experience one goes through transitioning from life on the physical plane to life as an Etheric Body in the Astral planes after experiencing the condition known to you as “death.”
More importantly, we will guide you through what happens as your
Etheric body rises through the various Astral planes, making its way
through the Healing arenas, through the realms known as Perceived
Heaven, the realm known as True Celestial Heaven and beyond that
to the staging realms where reintegration with your Soul begins in
order to allow for Ascension to the next Universal Dimension.
We will look with you at the interfaces and connections you have
with other Souls, Soul Mates,Task Mates and Soul Guardians, as well
as the lifetimes that are simultaneous to your own that may or may
not be connected to you on Wheels of Creation or as a part of your
Soul group. We shall investigate the concept of Soul Cadres, Soul
Groups, and how your Soul is related to other Souls that are cast
out either with the same mission or the same spiritual orientation.
xi
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We will take a look at the interface available to you with families,
communities, organizations, cultures, ethnicities and other groupings
that have similar or dissimilar lessons and goals, and look at how and
why you participate with these and with others for the purpose of
Soul growth. Most importantly, we shall examine how the interconnectedness of all things offers your Soul maximum opportunities to
grow, especially within Dimensions where polarity or karmic energetic interchange is prevalent, such as in your current physical reality.
Finally, we shall explore the nature of higher Dimensional Guardian
and Master Guide energies, the Sons of God, the Celestial Guides,
the Akashic Guides and those high Guardians known as System Lords
that have achieved higher levels of consciousness, which enables them
to return and incarnate physically in lower Universal Dimensions to
act as Guides or Avatars for Beings such as you. We will look in and
see how your own Spirit Guides are related to you and how some
of these are reincarnations of your own Soul or members of your
own Soul Group that have risen to higher levels of Astral consciousness and returned to assist you, in much the same way an older sibling might return to assist its younger family members. And we will
investigate with you the ability to transmigrate and ascend in the effort to grow your consciousness and master Universal Truth on behalf of your Soul and, through Ascension, on behalf of All That Is, or
God if you prefer.
As always, we are pleased to offer this level of understanding to those
who have discovered that there is far more to existence than the
simplistic notions touted by younger Souls who hold that physical
life is either merely an endless series of negative experiences or a
prerequisite required by some omnipotent figure that may or may
not allow you access to mythical rewards. When you understand
xii
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the power and the magnificence of your place in the Universe, when
you see how your consciousness and the growth of your Soul firmly
empower you as a co-creator with God, childish notions presented
to you by well meaning religious leaders and scholars of outmoded
spiritual belief systems will make you chuckle as one might on hearing
a child describe their vision of a Heaven.
We offer this to those who seek a higher level of Universal and spiritual understanding through the knowledge that their personal journey is a journey charted by their immortal Soul. It is a miraculous
journey that you experience and enjoy through all eternity, one that
will ultimately reunite who you are with your Essence, return you
to your Source and confirm forever that you are now, and have always been, a vital part of the Universe and All-That-Is, at one with
all creation.
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